
radical film network 

festival & unconference

29th April to 2nd May 2016
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Over the May Day holiday weekend Glasgow is hosting the Radical 
Film Network Festival and Unconference
Friday 29th April to Monday 2nd May 2016
The Radical Film Network was founded in London in 2013, when a 

group of activists, academics, filmmakers and programmers involved 
in alternative film culture met to discuss the ways in which they could 
work together to support its development, growth and sustainability.  
Since then the Radical Film Network (RFN) has grown rapidly, and 
now consists of over a hundred organisations from across four 
continents, ranging from artists’ studios and production collectives to 
archives, co-ops, distributors, film festivals and exhibition venues.  The 
RFN held its inaugural conference in Birmingham in 2015. 
The second annual gathering in Glasgow will comprise an 

‘Unconference’ and  a city-wide film festival with a related national 
simultaneous screening event.  The unconference and festival will 
respond to one another, allowing for questions and ideas to be 
explored beyond the conventional boundaries of academic events and 
film festivals.  
THE UNCONFERENCE is a radical re-working of the conventional 

academic conference and will be hosted by the University of Glasgow.  
It is a public event and an open space for reflection, discussion and 
knowledge sharing.  The agenda will be decided by the participants 
according to their interests, and it is within this flexible format  that 
participants are invited to share their practical experiences, research, 
skills, and insights on any aspect of radical or alternative film culture, 
and reflect on their practice in connection to the wide variety of 
events taking place throughout the weekend.
THE FILM FESTIVAL involves the joint efforts of over thirty cultural 

organisations and reveals the many varied interpretations of what 
radical film is; to some it is aesthetically radical, to others it’s a 
political interpretation, and to others it is about bringing film into 
unconventional spaces and venues.  Film is finding its way out of 
mainstream cinemas and isolated viewing experiences at home - 
communities are creating their own cinemas, film is being watched, 
worked with, discussed and utilised in many interesting and radical 
ways - this festival is a taster for what film can be, how it can be seen, 
experienced and what kind of discussions it can provoke. Audiences 
are invited to join events that aim to highlight the vibrant alternative 
film culture and wide-ranging social movements within the city from 
Govan to the Gorbals, the Southside to the West End, and from the 
Barras to Bridgeton. 
This is the first radical film event ever organised on this scale in 

Scotland.  Glasgow is a city with a rich, radical political and cultural 
history, which includes a wide-ranging, alternative film culture. The 
May Day Bank Holiday weekend, which takes place in the run up to 
the 2016 Scottish Parliamentary elections, is the perfect time for the 
city to play host to activists and academics – from Scotland, the UK 
and beyond – interested in exploring radical film cultures.
We have tried to make the festival as accessible as possible and most 

of the events are free, although there may be a suggested donation or 
small charge. Please check with venues and event organisers before 
attending if you have specific needs or restrictions.

IT’S GOING TO BE GREAT. DIVE IN AND GET INVOLVED.



Supporters



// ‘AN ANARCHIST’S STORY: THE LIFE 
OF ETHEL MACDONALD’ 

RFN Unconference welcome 
reception and orientation 
3pm - 5pm 01  GILMORE HALLS,  
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

Unconference participants can collect maps, festival 
brochures and have a free glass or two of wine.

‘MARCH’ 
6pm - 8pm  
04  GLASGOW WOMEN’S LIBRARY

A film documenting a large scale, public art event 
‘March of Women’ which took to the streets of Bridgeton, 
Glasgow on the eve of International Women’s Day in 
2015.

Taking Cicely Hamilton’s popular suffragette play ‘A 
Pageant of Great Women’ as a starting point, the diverse 
community of women in Glasgow in 2015 is brought to 
the screen, celebrating the lives of and achievements of 
women in Scotland.

Through a series of interviews with a wide variety of 
women taking part in the performance and march, the 
film considers the gaps in documenting women’s history, 
and points to the resounding importance of having a 
female generation to both honour and draw inspiration 
from. It follows the process of the play’s development 
within a community of Scottish women from boat builders 
to students, from librarians to politicians, as they work 
together towards the final event. The film gives a lingering 
insight into some of the political and social experiences 
of women in Scotland today, and invites testament to the 
tremendous power of a collective voice and the surprising 
resonance of a play written over a century ago with our 
contemporary society. (A Glasgow Women’s Library and 
RCS Film)

Trade Union Shorts 
 6pm - 8pm 02   STUC 

GMB Glasgow General Apex Branch, CWU and Scottish 
Union Learning present a programme of short films made 
by trade unionists.

This event will feature a number of short films made by 
trade unionists. The films will be introduced by those

involved in the film-making process, and will be followed 
by a discussion about the learning process involved in the 
making of the films. Short films made by BECTU, BFAWU, 
CWU, GMB, NUJ, Unite, STUC and Scottish Union Learning 
will be screened.

Moving Parts and Revolutions: 
Cycling Through Cinema
04  7.30pm GLASGOW BIKE STATION 
05  9pm CALEDONIA ROAD CHURCH   
A group cycle leaving from The Bike Station will 

precede a presentation at Caledonia Road Church on 
radical cycling culture, the bicycle and its relationship to 
the moving image.

Within the historic ruins of Alexander Thompson’s 
Caledonia Road Free Church, Dr Lars Kristensen from the 
University of Skövde, Sweden, will deliver an entertaining 
and invigorating presentation on radical cycling culture, 
the bicycle and its relationship to the moving image. 
From a collage of archive footage and film clips, he will 
trace the role of the bike as it threads its way through 
cinema; touching on issues of migration, labour and the 
environment as well as its status as an enduring symbol of 
protest and collective solidarity. 

The event will be preceded by an all-inclusive group-
cycle led by Bike Station Glasgow, departing from their 
Finnieston location. We are delighted that Jennifer 
McCarey of the Glasgow Clarion Cycle Group will 
introduce the cycle with a brief history of the club and 
their long-standing radical traditions.

**Please note this is an outdoor event - - wear 
appropriate clothing**

Queers at the Movies: The State 
of Queer Film Exhibition in 
Scotland  

7pm - 9pm 06   CCA
An open discussion for learning more about queer film 

events, and for sharing ideas about how to make them 
better.

Scottish Queer International Film Festival (SQIFF) hosts 
a fun and informal evening of open conversation around 
queer film; what it is, what it isn’t, what we’d like it to be 
and where the main-stream film industry is getting it all 
kinds of wrong... We want to know what the successes 
and failings of queer film events in Scotland are and how 
we can communicate these to straight, cisgender film 
exhibitors and audiences.

We invite filmmakers and film lovers to submit their own 
short films or clips (max 10 minutes total) to be screened 
alongside the discussion in advance of the screening. For 
accessibility reasons we will require all clips be captioned, 
and be submitted to us by Monday 18th April to  
Alice@sqiff.org. If you require advice on how to caption 
your film, please contact marcdavid@sqiff.org.

An Anarchist’s Story: The Life of 
Ethel MacDonald 
 8pm - 10pm 02   STUC 

A film that tells the inspiring story of the young woman 
from Lanarkshire who became a prominent voice in the 
battle against fascism in Spain.

In 1936, with civil war sweeping through Spain, Ethel 
Macdonald – a working-class girl from Motherwell – was 
to become, for a year, one of the world’s most famous 
voices as she sent dispatches and broadcasts back from 
the Spanish Anarchist camp in Barcelona to the UK. An 
Anarchist’s Sto-ry: The Life of Ethel MacDonald uses 
contemporary accounts, Ethel’s own words and those of 
her close associates to unravel the mystery of this activist 
and examines the unique impact that she had during this 
fascinating period of European history. 

The film will be introduced by writer Chris Dolan and 
followed by a discussion

Fail Better: Cabaret 
9pm - 1am 02   STUC 

Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. 
Fail better. 

Melding the philosophies of Samuel Beckett and Evil 
Knieval, Fail Better nights host a range of words, tunes, 
and laughs to pass our time together on this planet 
in harmony. Expect glamour and panache on Friday, 
followed by hardcore glitterball disco on Saturday. Events 
are entry by donation. We will be displaying STUC’s 
banner collection.

Friday 29th April



4pm - 10pm Saturday 29th & Sunday 30th 
VARIOUS VENUES

Glasgow film lovers invite you to their space to see a 
movie.

Radical Home Cinema is an experimental programming 
and exhibition event where passionate and engaged 
personalities and film lovers of Glasgow choose a film to 
screen in their home, studio or garden shed and invite 
strangers to join them. This event aims to break down 
the boundaries between public and private audiences, 
to present films in unexpected places and to turn the 
viewing experience into something completely new. For 
more information and to book events search ‘Cinema Up 
Collective’ on Facebook or Eventbrite.

SATURDAY
4pm - 6pm 

Host: John Cavanagh.

Broadcaster, voice-over artist, musician, record producer 
and performer.

 5pm  - 7pm  

Host: Fuad Alakbarov     
Scottish-Azerbaijani human rights activist 

6pm - 8pm  

Host: Fourwalls

Fourwalls Housing Co-op is a women-centered living 
space formed in Glasgow during the 90s by female 
members of the city’s LBGTQ community.   

7pm - 9pm  

Host: Mr. Glasgow at his shop in Barras Market.

Gerry Martin aka Mr. Glasgow is a successful Youtuber 
who documents life in the Barras Market.  

SUNDAY 
4pm - 6pm 

Host: This Changes Everything

An epic attempt to re-imagine the vast challenge of 
climate change.  

4pm - 6pm   

Host: Greencity Wholefoods

Wholesaler of fine food and drink that operates 
as a worker co-operative, democratically run by it’s 
members. 

5pm - 7pm   

Host: Nerea Sagarzazu

Journalist and anthropologist who completed a thesis 
about the Alarde party conflict in Basque Country. 

6pm - 8pm   

Host: Basharat Khan   

Filmmaker and photographer, who tackles social issues 
using audiovisual tools.    

8pm - 10pm   

Host: Erin Todd

Scottish songwriter who organises house gigs under the 
name ‘Room With A View’

Radical Home Cinema

For more information and to book an 
event search ‘Cinema Up Collective’ 
on Facebook or Eventbright.

1. FUAD ALAKBAROV
2. FOURWALLS
3. MR GLASGOW
4. SECRET HOST
5. GREENCITY
6. NEREA SGARZAZU
7. BASHRAT KHAN
8. ERIN TODD

6 8 4
2

7 3 5

1



Saturday 30th April
Radical Film Network 
Unconference  
9.30am - 3pm 01  GILMORE HALLS,  
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

The Unconference is a space for people involved in 
radical film culture to meet up, share knowledge and 
materials, and reflect on their practice in connection 
to the wide variety of events taking place during the 
weekend. Researchers, filmmakers, film exhibitors, and 
activists are invited to join the discussions taking place 
in four breakout rooms and a central resource space. 
The topics of the sessions will be decided collectively 
by the participants at the beginning of each day, finding 
common interests and agreeing on the format of each 
discussion. Everyone is welcome as an active participant, 
but you are asked to register on rfnglasgow.info where 
you will also be able to post information about your 
projects or films, and to make a contribution towards the 
running costs on a pay-what-you-can basis.

Resource Space  
Radical Independent Book-fair, DVD Stall & 

videotheque, Spirit of Revolt Archive and The Drouth.

Books to buy, space to sit and read or watch a radical 
film or some archive on a small monitor.   

Bitter Rose 
Bitter Rose is a nomadic installation that has moved 

throughout the streets of Glasgow on foot as part of 
Glasgow International during April.

Bitter Rose will find its home at Glasgow University for 
the Radical Film Network. Alluding both to the aesthetics 
of forced and voluntary journey, languages of poetry 
conflate with the formal terminology of travel and music 
of being adrift intermingles with that of being on hold.  
Visiting organisations that each in their way addresses 
what it means to be rooted or rootless today, or any other 
day, Bitter Rose is visited by guest speakers from a wide 
variety of backgrounds, occupations and nationalities. At 
its final stop at the RFN Festival an eclectic programme of 
short films from GRAMNet and others will be shown.  

Bitter-Rose is presented by GRAMNet’s artists 
in residence Zimbabwean poet, musician and per-
former Tawona Sithole, and Danish installation artist 
and collaborator Birthe Jorgensen, and is an Invisible 
Knowledges project (GRAMNet & CCA, Glasgow) 
supported by Glasgow University Principal’s special funds 
and Platform.

Let Glasgow Flourish House 
Party  
11am - 4pm 08  FLOURISH HOUSE

Flourish House welcomes Festival and Unconference 
attendees to drop in for films, food, coffee and 
conversation. Just 10mins walk from the University of 
Glasgow.

The Scottish Mental Health Arts and Film Festival and 
Flourish House are presenting two days of films, food, 
coffee and conversation. A variety of radical titles, mental 
health-related and not, will spark discussions about 
societal rights and responsibilities. Let Glasgow Flourish 
House Party will be an invigorating site for engagement 
and interaction.  RFN Glasgow 2016 attendees, Flourish 
House members and others will be encouraged to drop 
in over the weekend programme to this welcoming 
space with its own café and permanent screening facility. 
Films shown will include entries to SMHAFF’s annual 
International Film Competition, work from other RFN 
participating organisations, and the offerings of individual 
RFN filmmakers. There will be free soup, coffee and cake 
throughout the Let Glasgow Flourish House Party!

No Justice, No Peace of Mind  
4pm - 6pm  07  FLOURISH HOUSE

Feature presentation and discussion at Flourish House 
- curated and presented by Scottish Mental Health Arts 
and Film Festival.

The Scottish Mental Health Arts and Film Festival 
(SMHAFF), led by the Mental Health Foundation, is one 
of the world’s largest social justice festivals. Flourish 
House is an independent charity enabling people with 
mental illness to regain purposeful lives in the community 
through facilitating the recovery of confidence and skills.

Akram Zaatari - Views of the 
Middle East 
3pm - 6pm 17  THE COMMON GUILD
A film screening and discussion around key, influential, 

radical film works.

In conjunction with the exhibition by Lebanese artist 
Akram Zaatari at The Common Guild, Prof  Carl Lavery 
leads a discussion with Prof Dimitris Eleftheriotis around 
some key, influential, radical film works, including Jean 
Genet’s notorious film, Un Chant d’Amour (made in 1950; 
released 1975), set in a prison; and Jean-Luc Godard’s Ici 
et Ailleurs (1976), made using a mixture of film and video. 
The original intention of Godard’s film was to document 
life in the Palestinian refugee camps, but in development 
became more of reflection on how cinema makes history.

Blacklisting Event
 4pm - 6pm 02   STUC 

Fighting the Blacklist: bringing together union and 
video activism

Rank and file construction workers have been at the 
forefront of using video on social media as an organising 
tool. The itinerant casualised nature of the sector means 
that standard methods of union communication via 
branches is almost redundant, but adhoc networks of 
activists have embraced Youtube as a means not just 
of recording their disputes, but mobilising workers into 
collective action. The Blacklist Support Group have been 
working closely with the Reel News collective, but also 
encouraging their own activists to post video footage 
which has gone viral, and played a significant role in 
historic blacklisting campaigns such as the sparks BESNA 
dispute and Crossrail. This session on blacklisting will 
bring together union and video activism. 

Speakers: Dave Smith (secretary, Blacklist Support 
Group), Shaun Dey (Reel News), Stewart Hume (UNITE 
Construction Rank & File, Scotland), Phil Chamberlain 
(journalist and co-author, Blacklisted)

Theories of Community  
4pm -8pm 09  GORBALS ARCHES
A series of films exploring the representation of 
community and the significance of boundaries, place and 
social networks. 

Theories of Community will be hosted by WAVEparticle 
in the Laurieston Arches where Glasgow filmmaker 
Basharat Khan will screen a selection of his work and 
projects from Glasgow, the Basque Country, Gaza and 
beyond.  These works represent individual communities 
through the people, places and the everyday stories 
encountered by Basharat. This collected programme 
explores relationships and connections both within and 
between these communities. 

Three Arches will be activated to host screenings on 
the day – allowing the audience to weave in and out of 
different places and see stories from near and far. 

 

Glasgow Short Film Festival 
presents We Are Winning, Don’t 
Forget: Short Films by Jean-
Gabriel Périot  
 6pm - 8pm 02   STUC 

Combining humour, poetry and righteous anger, Jean-
Gabriel Périot’s short films are radical in both form and 
content.

Jean-Gabriel Périot’s uses found material and rocking 
soundtracks to comment on everything from globalism 
and nuclear warfare to the environment and gay 
identity. This programme of works stretching back over 
fifteen years has been selected by Glasgow Short Film 
Festival, and demonstrates Périot’s increasing political 
engagement and formal audacity, creating work alone, 
with very limited budgets that are beautiful, humane and 
politically engaged.

Feminist Films, Feminist 
Histories 
6pm - 8pm  
03  GLASGOW WOMEN’S LIBRARY
An event exploring the making of feminist documentary 

and the history of feminist archiving and filmmaking 
since the start of the Women’s Liberation Movement.

This session will showcase original material from 
Feminist Archive North and from feminist production 
companies Leeds Animation Workshop and Vera Media. 
We will also be showing some new material wherein 
filmmakers, academics and archivists reflect on both the 
archive itself and the act of archiving. Part of a broader 
project - Feminist Archives Feminist Futures (FAFF), we 
explore the act of archiving on feminist history, activism 
and practices, and consider how interactive documentary 
film can facilitate public engagement with archives.  

Resistance Recipes
6pm - 9pm 08  GOVANHILL BATHS
An evening of Palestinian food and film. 

Resistance Recipes is a short documentary film 
exploring the culture and politics of food for Palestinian 
farmers. This event in Govanhill Baths is part of a national 
simultaneous screening event taking place at numerous 
venues throughout the UK.

Launch of The Drouth special 
‘Radical’ issue 
8pm - 9pm 02  STUC

The Drouth, Scotland’s foremost literary arts quarterly, is 
releasing a special issue themed on ‘Radical’ to celebrate 
and engage with the Radical Film Network Unconference 
and Festival. There will be articles on film, politics, 
art and literature –something for all the researchers, 
filmmakers, film exhibitors, and activists involved in the 
event, as edited by the Radical Film Network’s own David 
Archibald. A few short thought-provoking talks and 
presentations will feature in this launch.
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// FLOURISH HOUSE

Symphony of the Soil 
6pm - 8pm 09  SOIL CITY LAB

What soil is, what it does and why it matters: Open Jar Collective 
presents a screening of Symphony of the Soil at the Soil City Lab. 

This screening event is the final part of the programme for Soil City Lab, 
a temporary space which will be set up during Glasgow International to 
investigate what soil is, what it does and why it matters.   Soil City is a 
long-term project initiated by Open Jar Collective, engaging with Glasgow 
residents and a wider community of scientists, artists and activists to 
reconsider the value of soil as a collective resource.   We are presenting the 
feature documentary ‘Symphony of the Soil’ - a film that puts investigations 
into soil in our city into a global context - an artistic exploration and  
intriguing presentation that highlights possibilities of healthy soil creating 
healthy plants creating healthy humans, living on a healthy planet.’ The lab 
will be open prior to the screening for people to view the field research we 
have gathered

A Luta Continua (The Fight Continues) 
8pm - 10.30pm 
 10  AFRICAN CARRIBEAN CENTRE 

Through performance and film this event will explore forms of 
colonisation and neocolonialism that have emerged throughout history, 
and resistance movements that have risen up to challenge these powers. 

Though colonisation is often considered as a thing of the past, it still 
continues to linger under various guises today. This event will explore 
forms of colonisation and neo-colonialism that have continued to enslave, 
dehumanise and extend policies of divide and rule over many countries 
throughout history. Through performance it will show the power of 
resistance and liberation struggles to rise up and challenge these 
powers. It will then follow with a screening of the powerful documentary 
Concerning Violence that looks at the most daring moments in the 
struggle for liberation in the Third World, as well as an exploration into 
the mechanisms of decolonisations through text from Frantz Fanon’s The 
Wretched of the Earth. The event will finish with a discussion between 
leading experts on the subjects. 

Fail Better: Disco  
9pm - 1am 02   STUC 

Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better. 

Melding the philosophies of Samuel Beckett and Evil Knieval, Fail Better 
nights host a range of words, tunes, and laughs to pass our time together 
on this planet in harmony. Expect glamour and panache on Friday, 
followed by hardcore glitterball disco on Saturday. Events are entry by 
donation. We will be displaying STUC’s banner collection.
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Sunday 1st May
Radical Film Network 
Unconference / Resource Space 
/ Bitter Rose 
9.30am - 3pm  01  GILMORE HALLS,  
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

See Saturday listing.

Let Glasgow Flourish  
House Party  
11am - 3pm 07  FLOURISH HOUSE

See Saturday listing.

How To Generate Our Collective 
Futures?  
3pm - 6pm 11  GALGAEL

GalGael and LifeMosaic invite you to share the 
experience of how the Misak indigenous people of 
Colombia reclaimed their land and took control over 
their collective futures, and to think together on how this 
approach could apply to Govan, Glasgow and Scotland.

Come along to a Beltane day of film, thinking and 
feasting. In a time of austerity and growing despair, 
too often our destinies are decided by distant power 
structures over which we have no say. Plan de Vida, or 
Life Plan, is an exceptional approach for communities 
to re-envision and take control of our futures. It was 
first developed by the Misak indigenous people in the 
Colombian Cauca and later adopted by hundreds of 
indigenous peoples across South America. 

This May Day we will ask together whether the Life 
Plan approach can be applied to Govan, to Glasgow, or 
anywhere in Scotland? GalGael and LifeMosaic invite 
you to imagine how we can regain control over our 
communities’ destinies through a film-screening, a blether, 
and a meal (if you play any instruments bring those too). 

Disappearing Glasgow: Shorts 
by Chris Leslie  
6pm - 8pm 18  MARKET GALLERY

A programme of provocative short films on Glasgow 
regeneration presented in the heart of Glasgow’s East 
End, brought to you by The Drouth and Market Gallery. 

The city’s urban fabric has been defined by a near 
constant cycle of demolition, boosterism and city 
relaunches. Himself based in the east end, artist, 
photographer and filmmaker Chris Leslie has documented 
the impact of Glasgow’s ‘Renaissance’, going beyond 
the broad rhetoric of city PR to tell distinctive, particular 
stories of a city in flux – and communities in crisis. 
Disappearing Glasgow traces personal stories of 
regeneration through some of Glasgow most iconic 
housing schemes - Red Road, Sighthill and the Whitevale 
Flats in Dennistoun. Free screening, followed by Q and A 
and refreshments. 

More Voices: Minority Ethnic 
Woman on Stage and Screen in 
Scotland 
6pm - 8pm 15  GMAC

How does drama in film or theatre inform people’s 
perceptions of minority ethnic women in Scotland? And 
what does the current cultural landscape feel like for 
BAME women?

Exploring the representation of minority ethnic women 
in theatre and film in Scotland, this session will look at 
how minority ethnic women’s stories are being told; how 
authentic they are; and if BAME film and theatre makers 
really have ‘ownership’ of these stories, or if they are 
part of a greater ‘misrepresentation’ which affects their 
treatment in everyday life. 

LUX Scotland presents ‘Pain Is…’
7pm - 9pm 13  GFT

A public screening and discussion about Stephen 
Dwoskin’s feature length film that considers the role of 
pain within society – in terms of healthcare, pleasure and 
administration.

LUX Scotland presents Stephen Dwoskin’s powerful 
Pain Is... (1997) an unflinching film that examines the role 
of pain within society. Attempting “to make an image of 
pain”, Dwoskin’s feature is practical and philosophical—a 
seamless blend of film culture and social activism. The 
artist presents interviews with those who suffer from 
chronic pain, those who find pleasure in pain, and those 
for whom pain and its administration is a profession. 

A teacher, designer, photographer, film director and 
producer, Dwoskin (1939-2012) began making films in New 
York in 1959 against the avant-garde backdrop of Jonas 
Mekas’ Film Co-op and Andy Warhol’s Factory. Dwoskin 
was a co-founder of the London Film-makers’ Co-Op, 
which was established 50 years ago and is a precursor 
to LUX.  This screening is introduced by LUX Scotland 
Director Isla Leaver-Yap, and is a collaboration with GFT’s 
Crossing the Line series.  
**There is a charge for this event **

Love Music Hate Racism 
7pm - 2am 16  THE QMU

An evening of live music at the University of Glasgow’s 
Queen Margaret Union. Live bands and DJs will play until 
the early hours. Keep an eye on our website for more 
details nearer the time. 
**There is a charge for this event **



// AFRICA IN MOTION ‘CONCERNING VIOLENCE’
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Monday 2nd May
Come Worry With Us
10am - 12noon 15  GMAC

Can a rock band be the village that raises a child?

Join Raising Films, campaigners for parents working 
in the film industry, and follow internationally acclaimed 
Montreal band The Silver Mt. Zion Memorial Orchestra, 
as they go on the road with Ezra, the toddler son of the 
band’s violinist Jessica Moss and singer/guitarist Efrim 
Menuck. A music documentary with a difference from 
acclaimed Canadian filmmaker Helene Klodawsky, COME 
WORRY WITH US! is about making music, making family, 
and making ends meet, as Jessica discovers the parallel 
path that mothers can find themselves on in the arts. 

A family friendly event, bottle-warming and nappy-
changing facilities are available, as well as a soft play area 
and supervised arts & crafts for older children.

RFN Members Meeting
12noon - 2pm  
01  GILMOREHILL HALLS
What’s next for the RFN...? An opportunity for Radical 

Film Network members to meet and talk about where 
to hold the next conference is and how the network is 
evolving.

Making Films, Making Change
1pm - 3pm 15  GMAC

How does our practice change how we practice?

Filmmakers have long attempted to use their work to 
effect change: less holding a mirror up to reality, more 
wielding a hammer with which to shape a new one. As 
artists and campaigners, can the films we make change 
the industry in which we make them – and beyond? 

Raising Films, a community and campaign for parents 
working in the film industry, invite you to join an open 
exploration and discussion on how making films and 
making change flow together – or don’t. Led by a panel 
of filmmakers, activists and policy makers, but with 
participation and input welcomed from all, we’ll talk about 
our experiences, lessons learned, and potential solutions 
and strategies for future endeavours. 

A family friendly event with bottle-warming and nappy-
changing facilities, as well as a soft play area inside the 
workshop space, plus supervised arts & crafts for older 
children.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Regenerating Govan  
Through Film
1pm - 3pm  19  PLANTATION PRODUCTIONS

Plantation Productions have been making films with, 
by and about the Govan community since 2001. As 
well as documenting a community recovering from the 
industrial decline of the last century, Plantation’s work 
has contributed to the social and physical regeneration 
of the area, through creative engagement with hundreds 
of local people aged from 5 to 95. 

This showcase of work features just some of the 
inspiring work that has been created over the years: from 
the Seniors Film Club fascinating delve into the history 
of The Govan Banners, to the story of the women who 
fought for their rights in You Play Your Part and the 
teenagers of Govan, whose recent documentary Here. Us! 
was produced as part of OXFAM’s manifesto on inequality.  
We are pleased to welcome guest speaker, filmmaker 
Dr Kirsten McLeod, who will discuss her work in Govan, 
alongside some of our local filmmakers. 

Young Things
3pm - 5pm 15  GMAC

A showcase of short films highlighting and celebrating 
the importance of young people undertaking the radical 
practice of creative film. 

Join us for a showcase of short films by young people 
from across Scotland, highlighting and celebrating the 
importance of young people undertaking the radical 
practice of creating film. 

Young people are often marginalised within creative 
spaces, but more are taking ownership of their right to 
be creative and expressive; this event will look at some of 
their work, as well as present a discussion panel of young 
people to give their thoughts on accessibility into the film 
industry. 

The shorts will include films curated from the inaugural 
First Act Film Festival, a festival established and 
programmed by Young Filmmakers Glasgow, as well as 
shorts by youth organisations and groups within Glasgow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PSYCHO/S 
4pm - 6pm  
12  THE OLD HAIRDRESSERS
A radical re-interpretation of Psycho, cutting two 

versions of the same story into a single narrative.

Glasgow based filmmaker Hans Lucas presents a radical 
reimagining of Psycho, editing the Hitch-cock classic with 
Gus Van Sant’s homage into a single narrative. Exploring 
both similarity and difference this unique cinema 
experience raises questions of authorship in an age of 
mashups and remixes, and will dispel the myth that Van 
Sant’s version is a shot for shot remake. This new version 
of the film/s also serves as an historical document which 
records changes in film making apparatus, modes of 
production and attitudes towards identity. The role and 
choices of the directors and editors are also juxtaposed 
by the presence of a new editor, reinterpreting the film 
texts. Hans Lucas has previously re-imagined David 
Lynch’s Fire Walk With Me, reinserting 72 minutes 
of footage removed from the theatrical release. This 
screening of Psycho/s will be the first opportunity to 

experience this radical new vision.

Community Cinema: for all and 
everyone
5pm - 7pm 08  GOVANHILL BATHS

Bringing together some of the UK’s most interesting 
and inspirational community cinemas for a discussion 
and planning session.

Community cinema has changed the face of film 
exhibition and the way people interact with cine-ma; the 
film going experience is no longer tied to the confines 
of traditional venues and has begun to democratise the 
cinema landscape. 

This event will bring together some of the most exciting 
practitioners in community cinema and non-traditional 
exhibition within the UK today to discuss how their 
screenings, audience engagement work, and how changes 
in exhibition is addressing access issues. 

There will also be an opportunity for open discussion 
around how the changing climate of exhibition is shaping 
cinema going and audience relations.

Southside United Film Club
8pm - 10pm 08  GOVANHILL BATHS

A programme of locally produced short films

A programme of local short films, including the 
BAFTA winning ‘Fridge’ which was filmed in Govanhill, 
a documentary on the successful campaign to save the 
Govanhill Baths, and other films exploring local issues. 
There will be a post-screening discussion, with some of 
the filmmakers in attendance. 

// ‘PSYCHO/S’



VENUES

Friday 29th April
RFN welcome 
reception and 
orientation

3pm - 5pm Gilmorehill

MARCH 6pm - 8pm Glasgow 
Women’s 
Library

Trade Union 
Shorts

6pm - 8pm STUC

Moving Parts 
and Revolutions: 
Cycling Through 
Cinema

7.30 at The 
Bike Station 
& 9pm at 
Caledonia 
Road Church

The Bike 
Station & 
Caledonia 
Road Church

Queers at the 
Movies: the State 
of Queer Film 
Exhibition in 
Scotland

8pm - 10pm CCA

An Anarchist’s 
Story: The Life of 
Ethel MacDonald

8pm - 10pm STUC

Fail Better: 
Cabaret

9pm - 1am STUC

Saturday 30th April
Radical Film 
Network 
Unconference 

9.30am - 3pm Gilmorehill

Resource Space 9.30am - 3pm Gilmorehill

Bitter Rose   9.30am - 3pm Gilmorehill

Let Glasgow 
Flourish House 
Party

11am - 6pm Flourish 
House

No Justice, No 
Peace of Mind 

4pm - 6pm Flourish 
House

Akram Zaatari - 
Views of the Middle 
East

3pm - 6pm The 
Common 
Guild

Blacklisting Event 4pm - 6pm STUC

We Are Winning, 
Don’t Forget: Short 
Films by Jean-
Gabriel Périot

6pm - 8pm STUC

Feminist Films, 
Feminist Histories

6pm - 8pm Glasgow 
Women’s 
Library

Resistance Recipes 6pm - 9pm Govanhill 
Baths

Launch of The 
Drouth

8pm - 9pm STUC

Symphony of the 
Soil 

8pm - 10pm Soil City 
Lab, 
Osborne 
Street

A Luta Continua 
(The Fight 
Continues) 

8pm - 10.30 African 
Caribbean 
Centre 

Fail Better: Disco 9pm - 1am STUC

Radical Home 
Cinema
Please check panel 
on events listing for 
more information

Various times Various 
Venues 

Monday 2nd May
Come Worry 
With Us

10am - 12noon GMAC

Radical Film 
Network 
Members 
meeting 

12noon - 2pm Gilmorehill

Making Films 
Making Change

1pm - 3pm GMAC

Regenerating 
Govan Through 
Film 

1pm - 3pm Plantation 
Productions

Young Things 3pm - 5pm GMAC

Psycho/s 3pm - 6pm The Old 
Hairdressers

Community 
Cinema Event 

5pm - 7pm Govanhill 
Baths

Southside 
United Film 
Club

8pm - 10pm Govanhill 
Baths

Sunday 1st May
Radical Film 
Network 
Unconference 

9.30am 
- 3pm

Gilmorehill

Resource Space 9.30am 
- 3pm

Gilmorehill

Bitter Rose 9.30am 
- 3pm

Gilmorehill

Let Glasgow 
Flourish House 
Party

11am - 
3pm

Flourish House

How To Generate 
Our Collective 
Futures?

3pm - 
6pm

GalGael

More Voices: 
Minority Ethnic 
Woman on Stage 
and Screen in 
Scotland

4pm - 
6pm

GMAC

Theories of 
Community

4pm to 
8pm

Gorbals Arches

Disappearing 
Glasgow: Shorts by 
Chris Leslie 

6pm to 
8pm

Market Gallery

LUX Scotland 
presents ‘Pain Is…

7pm - 
9pm

GFT

Love Music Hate 
Racism 

7pm - 
2am

QMU

Radical Home 
Cinema
Please check panel 
on events listing for 
more information

Various 
times

Various Venues 

Programme is subject to 
change. Please check our 
website for the latest info:

RFNscotland.org

01   GILMOREHILL HALLS 
9 University Ave, G12 8QQ 
 0141 330 5522

02   STUC 
333 Woodlands Rd, G3 6NG 
 0141 337 8100

03   GLASGOW WOMEN’S LIBRARY 
23 Landressy Street, G40 1BP 
 0141 550 2267

04   BIKE STATION 
65 Haugh Rd, G3 8TX 
 0141 248 5409

05   CALEDONIA ROAD CHURCH 
Caledonia Road, Gorbals G5 9DP

06   CCA 
350 Sauchiehall St, G2 3JD 
 0141 352 4900

07   FLOURISH HOUSE 
23-25 Ashley St, G3 6DR 
 0141 333 0099

08   GOVANHILL BATHS 
99 Calder St, G42 7RA 
 0141 433 2999

09   SOIL CITY LAB 
3 Osborne Street, G1 5QN

10   AFRICAN CARRIBEAN CENTRE 
66 Osborne Street, G1 5QN

11   GALGAEL 
15 Fairley St, Govan, G51 2TS 
 0141 427 3070

12   THE OLD HAIRDRESSERS 
Renfield Lane, G2 6PH 
 0141 427 3070

13   GFT 
12 Rose St, G3 6RB 
 0141 332 6535

14   GORBALS ARCHES 
Cleland Lane, Laurieston, G5 9DS

15   GMAC 
103 Trongate, Glasgow G1 5HD 
 0141 553 5400

16   QMU 
22 University Gardens, G12 8QN 
 0141 339 9784

17   THE COMMON GUILD 
21 Woodlands Terrace, G3 6DF 
 0141 428 3022

18   THE MARKET GALLERY 
334 Duke Street, G31 1QZ

19   PLANTATION PRODUCTIONS 
978 Govan Rd, G51 3AJ 
 0141 445 1666

rfnscotland.org

rfnscotland@gmail.com

@RFNScotland

/RadicalFilmNetworkScotland
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